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This paper describes a method for spacecraft component localisation and recognition using texton based
classification. The proposed method uses a mixture of Schmid and Maximum Response filters to produce rotationally invariant filter response maps and uses a Principal Component Analysis-based k-Means method
for patch clustering to generate codebook of textons. The texton dictionary can be used to form component
models where parametric and non-parametric classifiers are trained for spacecraft component detection and
localisation in query images.

I.

Introduction

O

N - ORBIT SERVICING (OOS) is a primary motivation for developing autonomous and image-based space guidance, navigation, and control (GNC) technologies. To date, many of the OOS operations performed in space, with
the exception of a few autonomous demonstrations, have solely relied on a human-in-the-loop assessment of camera
images and direct control of the robotic system. The International Space Station (ISS), for example, requires astronaut
supervision in coordination with ground control facilities to meticulously execute each vision based robotic task. In
the case when automation is enabled, the image target is specifically assigned to previously designed fiducial markers1
with little flexibility for the system to recognise the general work environment. An OOS infrastructure with a high
volume of operational tasks requires a robotic vision system to have higher apprehension capabilities to be more cost
effective and provide better safety control. To this end, this paper investigates object recognition methods using machine vision and learning techniques. The objective is to recognise and localise target components so the information
can be used for pose estimation, tracking, and inspection analysis.
Object recognition is a heavily researched field within the computer vision community. Some of the recent techniques involve the use of deep learning, specifically, a convolutional neural network for weakly supervised object
classification.2 Traditionally, object recognition can be performed by the classification of image parts by building a
probabilistic model,3 or by edge based features,4 by shape models,5 and the use of textures,6 where texture filters is
applied to the image to extract invariant features and used to train an object classifier. Early work in texture discrimination was done by Malik and Perona,7 where a model for human preattentive texture perception is developed by
convolution of a textural image with a filter bank to mimic the function of simple cells in the primary visual cortex
that respond to edge orientations. Julesz8 first introduced the term texton, it is intended as a putative unit of preattentive human texture perception.9 Once obtained from training, these textons can form the basis vocabulary to build
classification functions in identifying object of interest. Cula and Dana,10 and Varma and Zisserman,11 both have
investigated into statistically categorisation of textons for texture classification. Varma and Zisserman used various
filter banks such as the Leung and Malik set,12 the Schmid (S) set,13 and the Maximum Response (MR8) set. This
investigation builds on Varma and Zisserman’s work by combining the S and MR8 filter banks for texton generation.
Parallel to Varma and Zisserman’s work,11 Fei-Fei and Perona14 investigated the use of local features in generating
a codebook or a Bag-of- Visual-Words (BoVW) for Bayesian learning. This method is analogous to the text-based
Bag-of-Words (BoW) data representation and is adopted for feature based image recognition. This work combines
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both techniques to gain the robustness of clustered texton and the flexibility of using a codebook dictionary. In this
context, the main contribution of this paper is to combine principal components analysis method to reduce the texton
model feature vectors in order for parametric classifiers to be used.
This paper is organised as follows: Sec. II provides descriptions of the problem statement and overview of the
BoVW approach. Section III explains the method for texton generation. Section IV provides descriptions of the
object as represented by the codebook vocabulary. Section V describes the various parametric and non-parametric
classification techniques for recognition. Section VI summarises the training and query algorithms for this weakly
supervised learning method. Section VII provides the images used to test the proposed algorithm and the evaluation
metric. Finally, sec. VIII and IX discuss the recognition results and concludes this investigation.

II.

Problem Statement and Overview

The novel object recognition method presented in this paper can be considered as a weakly supervised learning
process where the target object is previously known and is used to train the classifier. Such supervised learning can be
considered weak since the texture of the proposed object material can be applied in general. For example, the texture
of a solar panel or multi-layer-insulation blanket may be similar on multiple spacecraft such that once a library of
codebook components is established, it can be used on new vehicles. Consequently, the main reason for selecting
texture based object recognition is due to the commonality of component textures and colours that are widely used in
spacecraft manufacturing. An overview process for the proposed object recognition method is provided in Fig. 1.
During the training phase, images of various components are labeled and read into the software. Distinctive
features are extracted where feature keypoints designate a patch window of some predefined size. Each patch image
is normalised and convoluted with the Schmid and Maximum Response filters (S+MR8). The filter response maps are
clustered using a novel k-Means algorithm to produce a list of texton images. These texton images are converted into
the Eigen space via the principal component analysis (PCA) process. The PCA textons are saved as the vocabulary
visualwords in the codebook dictionary, called codevectors. The conversion Eigen transformation vectrix (matrix of
Eigen vectors) is also saved for the inference process. Multiple models can be formed from the codebook vocabulary
basis for a single spacecraft component. These component models are represented as normalised histograms or feature
vectors of unit length. A component model classifier can be developed using linear, non-linear, or non-parametric
methods. This classifier will be used to recognise and localise spacecraft components during the query phase. In this
investigation, three components are selected from the ISS these are the solar panel, station truss, and station modules.
In the query phase, the inference image undergoes the same filter response map generation as the training phase.
Each keypoint feature produce a set of filter response map and is transformed into the Eigen space where the maximum
component is matched and labeled with the nearest codevector. The labeled response maps forms the inference model
that can then be classified by the previously trained model classifier. The classifier designate the keypoint with the
component label. Finally, the outer boundary keypoint forms the bounding box for the target component.

(a) Training

(b) Query
Figure 1. Object recognition process
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III.

Texton Generation

Textons are the basic unit representation of a component’s texture. Mean value patches from the training image
form the texton “letters” and “words” of the codebook dictionary. Different combination of texton images forms the
“sentence” models analogous to the BoW scheme. The following section outlines the details of each step for texton
generation and discusses alternative approaches.
A.

Image Processing

The input image is initially reduced to grayscale and processed to maximise its contrast differences. The fastest and
simplest approach is to use histogram equalisation to maximise the spread of the pixel energies over the entire image.
More advanced techniques such as Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalisation15 can also be used for higher
performance, although this method is more computationally intensive and may not be suitable for the query stage
where real-time processing is a requirement. The global histogram equalisation allows for more distinctiveness in the
local regions thereby resulting in useful image patches in the later steps.
B.

Feature Extraction

Local patches are needed to form the codebook vocabulary. FeiFei14 experimented with using evenly sampled grid,
random sampling, Kadir and Bradly saliency detector,16 and the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) detector.17
For appearance-based patches, FeiFei14 found that an evenly divided patch grid produces the best performance. However, such scheme would generate significantly more sample patches and constitute an inefficient use of processing
resource. This is especially true in space images where in most images a significant amount of the background is
filled with empty space. Instead, the proposed method selects the use of feature keypoints to locate local patches. The
interest keypoints can be detected by finding the maximum and minimum response from the Difference-of-Gaussian
pyramids such as the SIFT keypoint or Fast Explicit Diffusion used in AKAZE.18 Alternatively, corner features can
be detected using the Harris19 or Features from Accelerated Segment Test scores.20 The proposed image keypoints
are generally stable under varying illumination conditions and are invariant to rotation, scale, and affine changes. It is
suggested to use a mixture of the blob and corner interest points in cases where a majority of the image is filled with
empty space and keypoints are sparsely available. For improved computation efficiency, None Maximum Suppression
(NMS), should be applied on the keypoints with the patch size as the area tolerance to reduce redundant patch images.
For simplicity sake, this investigation uses the SIFT keypoint to locate local patch images.
C.

Patch Processing

For invariance to variations in the illumination intensities,11 patch images are L2 normalised, shifted to zero mean,
and scaled to unit standard deviation by using the following procedure. Given an image I with resolution R×C = N ,
where i and j identifies the row and column pixel coordinate of the entire set of pixels I. First, the image is normalised
to unit length Iˆij = (Iij ) /kIk2 , where
"
#1/2
kIk2 =

∑

2
Iij

,

(1)

Ii,j ∈I

then, the image is centralized I¯ij = Iˆij − µ̂, where µ̂ is given by,
∑ Iˆij
µ̂ =

Iˆi,j ∈Î

N

.

Finally, the image is scaled to unit standard deviation by I˜ij = I¯ij /σ̄, where σ̄ is given by,
v
u

u ∑ µ̄ − I¯ij 2
u¯
t Ii,j ∈Ī
σ̄ =
.
N −1

(2)

(3)

In this case, µ̄ is the mean value of Ī and is zero since Ī has already been centralised by µ̂ from Eq. (2). In practice,
the above procedure can also be computed by reshaping the image patch into image vector by sequentially stacking
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all the columns of the image matrix into an one-dimensional column array. It should be noted that after the mean shift
and unit standard deviation√
scaling, the image is no longer L2 normalised. While the norm of the final image vector is
N − 1. Indeed, it is easy
not unity,
it
will
always
be
q
q to show that
q
√
2
kx̃k2 = ∑ x̃2i = ∑ x̄2i (N − 1) /∑ (µ̄ − x̄i ) = ∑ x̄2i (N − 1) /∑ (−x̄i )2 = N − 1
D.

Patch Filtering

Since the 1980s, many approaches have used spatial filters to convolute with the given image to mimic early stages
of the primate visual system.9 The filter kernels are models of receptive fields of simple cells in the visual cortex.
There are three categories of the visual cells: (1) cells with radially symmetric receptive fields which lead to a model
of Difference-of-Gaussian or the Laplacian-of-Gaussian (LoG); (2) oriented odd-symmetric cells with receptive fields
that can be modeled as rotated copies of a horizontal odd-symmetric receptive field; and lastly, (3) oriented evensymmetric cells whose receptive fields can be modeled as rotated copies of a horizontal even-symmetric receptive
field.9 Schmid,13 Leung and Malik12 have introduced sets of filter kernels to model the receptive fields of simple cells.
The application of these filter banks to the local image patch allows the texture image to become scale and rotationally
invariant and individual textures can be made distinguishable by different spatial averages of some locally computed
neural response.7
The Schmid (S) filter13 set consists of 13 rotationally invariant filters of the form


 πτ r 
r2
exp − 2 ,
(4)
F (r, σ, τ ) = F0 (σ, τ ) + cos
σ
2σ
where τ is the number of cycles of the harmonic function within the Gaussian envelope of the filter. F0 (σ, τ ) is added
to obtain a DC-free waveform, this make the filter robust to illumination changes. The (σ, τ ) pair takes the values of
(2, 1), (4, 1), (4, 2), (6, 1), (6, 2), (6, 3), (8, 1), (8, 2), (8, 3), (10, 1), (10, 2), (10, 3), (10, 4).
The Maximum Response (MR) filter set consists of 38 filters but only 8 filter response maps are ultimately stored.
The 38 filters are made from edge, bar, and spot filters.11 The edge and bar filters each has 3 scales (σx , σy ) =
{(1, 3) , (2, 6) , (4, 12)} each with 6 orientations incremented by 30 degrees. In addition to the 36 edge and bar filters,
the MR set also include 2 isotropic filters that are the Gaussian and the LoG. From the 38 filter responses, only 8 filter
response is recorded by taking the maximum response of the anisotropic filters at each scales across all orientations.11
The maximum response maps (3 scales for 2 filters and 2 isotropic) from the incremental orientation filter achieves
rotational invariance.
Varma and Zisserman11 have shown the S filter set and the MR-8 filter set to be superior to other filter sets such as
the Leung and Malik filter set9 (consists of 48 filters with first and second derivatives of Gaussians at 6 orientations and
3 scales plus 8 LoG and 4 Gaussian isotropic filters). The MR filters provide good features for anisotropic textures,
it overcomes the limitations of rotationally invariant filters which do not respond strongly to oriented image patches.
Furthermore, computation cost increases significantly with the increasing number of filters. Keeping 8 maximum filter
response out of 38 dramatically reduce the computation time and allows correct rotational mapping of the texton. This
investigation combines the Schmid and the MR8 filters to form a 21 kernel filter set (S+MR8) shown in Fig. 2. The
filter bank elements are L1 normalised to the same range. Each filter is 49 pixels in size. Once the patch images are
filtered, they are contrast normalised using the following equation,


(x)k2
log 1 + kF0.03
F̂ij = Fij
,
(5)
kF (x) k2
where F (x) is the filtered response at pixel x.
E. k-Means Clustering
Analogous to the BoW text classification, the BoVW method requires the development of a visual dictionary to form a
vocabulary basis for constructing the visual “sentence” models. Since image keypoints can form on multiple locations
within the same spacecraft component, it is necessary to mean cluster similar filter response maps and minimise
redundant textons. The goal is to obtain a unique set of codevector vocabulary basis to label the filter response maps
and develop a normalised model histogram. This investigation develops a modified k-Means technique using distancemap and PCA to efficiently cluster the filter response maps into unique texton images. Filter response map comparison
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Figure 2. S+MR8 filter set with 13 S filters and 38 MR filters. Out of the 38 MR filters only 8 maximal response anisotropic maps is saved
by collapsing the 6 orientations into a single response map.

is performed using Normalised Grayscale Correlation (NGC) similarity as defined in Agarwal and Roth21 and Leibe
et al.22 as
R

C

∑ ∑ (pij − µp ) (qij − µq )
N GC (p, q) = s

i=1 j=1
R

= x̂T ŷ,

C

2

R

C

(6)

2

∑ ∑ (pij − µp ) ∑ ∑ (qij − µq )
i=1 j=1

i=1 j=1

where x̂ and ŷ are centre-normalised image vectors of the p and q patches and the clustered similarity is
N GC (p, q)

∑
S (Cn , Cm ) =

p∈Cn ,q∈Cm

|Cn ||Cm |

> tol,

(7)

where Cn and Cm are the number of patches in clusters Cn and Cm respectively, and tol is the similarity threshold
for deciding whether to combine the clusters. For a single patch, the cluster recursive averaging is
Cn x̄n + x̂
,
Cn + 1

(8)

Cn x̄n + Cm x̄m
.
Cn + Cm

(9)

x̄n+1 =
In general, the recursive averaging of two clusters is
x̄n+m =
Hence, Eq. (7) can be simplified to

Sn,m = x̄Tn x̄m .

(10)

An example of image vector clustering is shown in Fig. 3. Each bar represents a filter response map image vector.
The first layer represents the input and the second and third layers show clustering within the local regions. The final
layer shows clustering of global mean image vectors. This approach is unique in the sense the first round of clustering
is performed within local groups defined by a distance-map local block and not an exhaustive search across all image
patches. This greatly reduces the processing time and have little influence on the final result since the global mean
image vectors are clustered in the final step. More description of the distance-map local block is provided in Sec. F.
Figure 4 shows the clustering process for a simple solar panel example. In this example, the textons are formed directly
from the normalised image patches. The patches that are clustered into the final texton image shares the same colour
border. The simple example shows three texton images formed for the solar panel. In general, multiple images of the
solar panel and other spacecraft components will result in many more textons to be stored into the codebook dictionary.
For each vehicle component, three different representative images are selected for the development of the texton code
vectors. The training images have different view-point, illumination, and zoom of the same ISS component. Figure 5
shows the S-MR8 filtered results of the solar panel example. It should be noted the codebook dictionary contains
textons from all the training component images. A final clustering over all the images per component, and then over
all the components will reduce the dictionary into the leanest set of textons.
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Figure 3. Image patch clustering. Blank columns represent the original image patches and shaded columns represent clustered mean
images. Keypoint ID of each image patch is stored with each clustered group.

(a) Orignal image and SIFT patches

(b) Clustered image patches

Figure 4. Example solar panel image. The solar panel image is processed for SIFT keypoints. Only the keypoints inside the boundary (red
broken lines) are used. Image patches around the keypoints are extracted. Image patch are clustered using the k-Means method. Index
1 − 19 − 23 forms the first texton, 2 − 3 − 6 forms the second texton, and 14 − 16 forms the third texton.

F.

Distance-Map

To reduce the number of k-Means similarity calculation through exhaustive permutation, only patches sharing the same
local region is compared using concepts from distance transform.23 To implement the distance-map, the algorithm
first determines the minimum and maximum bounding keypoints and generate an integer image map base on these two
diagonally opposite corners. It then loops through all the keypoints stamping the integer map with a local region bin
number (see Fig. 6), the subsequent keypoint takes on the bin number underneath its keypoint coordinate unless the
underneath value is 0. For the 0 value case, a new bin number is assigned and stamped on the integer map. This sorts
the keypoints in local regional bins so the closest image patches are clustered first. After local patches are clustered
by NGC similarity, the algorithm makes one last round of clustering global mean value patches. This distance-map
local bin scheme reduces the order of the NGC checks from O(M 2 ) to O(M m + 1), where M is the number of total
keypoints and m is a smaller subset of keypoints sharing the same bin.
G.

PCA

For faster assignment of the query patch images to the codebook textons, only the primary Eigen components of the
textons images are stored using Karhunen-Loéve transformation or Principal Components Analysis (PCA). A recent
treatment of the method for appearance-based PCA matching can be found in Shi et al.24 Once transformed to the
T
Eigen space domain, the transformation Eigen vector matrix or vectrix is P̃K×N
and the Eigen space texton database
G̃K×M are stored to be used in the query phase. PCA can also be used to reduce the dimension of the model feature
vector that is defined in Sec. IV. Since the codebook dictionary can be a large number of textons, the classification
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Figure 5. S-MR8 filtered response maps for solar panel keypoint patches. Filter response map with the same colour shading belongs to the
same image group from Fig. 4.

Figure 6. Distance-map and local region bins. Crosses represent central keypoint, shaded circles represent keypoints that is assigned to the
local region bins.
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process normally requires computing the inverse of the feature space covariance which can run into computation
resource and timing issues. The application of PCA in this case eliminates both challenges.
H.

Codebook Reduction

The codebook textons computed in this work can range between 595 to 5495 patch images after filter response map
clustering. The numerous number of textons can be time-consuming to use during the inference phase. One way of
reducing the number of textons is by random selection, although a more logical approach is to eliminate the textons that
are shared across multiple components. The shared textons represent common “words” amongst component hardware
that may lead to the feature space to be less separable and more erroneous to classify. The codebook reduction
approach used in this investigation simply deletes the texton that has multiple image associations, this can lead to a 20
percent decrease to the overall codebook. Future investigations may examine more surgical removal of texton between
components while keeping the non-image-unique texton within the same component.

IV.

Object Vector Representation

The codebook compiles the group of textons and forms the visual vocabulary. Identified components in the training
images are grouped into respective sets of filtered patch images. Since the original patch ID was retained during the
clustering process. It is then a straight forward matching process to generate feature vectors for each object based
on its codevector frequency. This is equivalent to the “word sentence” in the BoW analogy, where each feature
vector represent a visual words histogram model. To ensure comparability, each feature vector is normalised to unit
length. A stack of the component feature vectors are developed for all the identified training object classes. For the
various images representing the same component class, multiple feature vectors can be formed. These feature vectors
represent multiple copies of a type of component, or the same component under different illumination, zoom, rotation,
and viewpoint resulting in very different images. Figure 7 shows an example list of texton codevector forming the
codebook and the formation of two class feature vectors based on the visual codebook. The same procedure of object
feature vector generation is carried out on the query image.

Figure 7. Example of a codebook forming an object feature vector.

V.

Classifier

Classification of the object feature vector can be done using linear, non-linear, or non-parametric classifiers. A
rich set of feature vectors will produce reliable classifier for inference query. Linear classifier include the use of
Fisher’s Discriminant (FD) and the Ho-Kashyap (HK) method. A non-linear discriminant uses the Bayes Optimal (BO)
discriminant in quadratic form. Finally, two non-parametric methods are the k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) and Naïve
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Bayes (NB) Classifier. While linear classifiers are simple to form, their accuracy are dependent on the separability of
the feature vectors between components. For components that have similar texture, non-parametric classifiers should
command higher performance. In addition to the previously described classifiers, it is also worth while to mention
Support Vector Machine,25 the χ2 test,26 and Convolutional Neural Network27 are also powerful classification tools
that can be used for component recognition and localisation. Future work may include implementing these classifiers
in comparison to the ones evaluated in this investigation.
This section is organised as follows: Sec. A provides the algorithm of two-class to three-class classification process.
Section B, C, D, E and Sec. F provides the theory and method for FD, HK, BO, kNN, and NB classifiers respectively.
A.

2-class to 3-class Classification

Methods presented in this section are defined for two-class classifiers. The two-class classifier can be extended to
multi-class by computing all the combinations of class discrimination functions. During inference, the query is decided between the first and second classes, the resulting class is compared with the third class, then the next result
is compared with the fourth class and so forth. This cascading classification method is simple to implement and is
scalable to higher class orders. More sophisticated generic multi-class discrimination techniques are also available
and can be explored in the future.28 Specifically for the three-class system, the classification method is presented in
algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. THREE_CLASS_CLASSIFIER

13:

procedure THREE_CLASS_CLASSIFIER(x, Ai , Bi , Ci )
for i = 1, i++, while i63 do
Fi ← xT Ai x + BiT x + Ci
if F1 > 0 then
if F3 > 0 then
x_class_label←3
else
x_class_label←1
else
if F2 > 0 then
x_class_label←2
else
x_class_label←3

B.

Fisher’s Discriminant

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

The Fisher’s Discriminant (FD)28 function is a linear classification decision boundary that collapses the feature space
on to an one-dimensional line, by doing so, this method minimises the so-called curse of dimensionality. Given a
feature vector xij of the length N textons, it is the j th image out of Mi local component images and ith class out of
C classes. The set of textons in the codebook, local class component model images, and object classes are denoted
by N, Mi , and C respectively. There are M feature vectors in the global set of model images (denoted by M). The
feature vector is collapsed on to a single dimension by yij = wT xij , where w is the one-dimensional line direction.
The objective is to compute the weights in w to produce maximum separability after the projection. Let define µi as
the mean of xij over all the local component images, then m̃i = wT µi is the one-dimensional projected mean. The
FD cost function is defined as,
wT SB w
J (w) = T
.
(11)
w Sw w
Equation 11 is known as the Rayleigh Quotient, where SB is the between-class scatter matrix SB = (µ1 − µ2 ) (µ1 − µ2 )T ,
and Sw is the within-class scatter matrix
Sw =

∑

∑

(xij − µi ) (xij − µi )T .

(12)

xij ,µi ∈C xij ∈Mi

It can be shown, the numerator from Eq. (11) is the square mean difference between the two classes (m̃1 − m̃2 )2 ,
the denominator is the sum of the scatter over all class i. The scatter over a single class can be computed as S̃i2 =
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2
∑yij ∈Mi (yij − m̃i ) . For optimal discrimination, the between-class scatter is maximized and within-class scatter is
minimized by letting the partial derivative of the cost with respect to the weights to be zero. The decision boundary or
canonical variate can be derived as
−1
w = Sw
(µ1 − µ2 ) .
(13)

It can be shown, the FD computation is on the order of O(N 2 M ). In practice, feature vector with the length of the
full codebook results in a within-class scatter matrix that is too large to solve for its inverse, to reduce the sample
dimension, PCA is applied prior to the FD operation to reduce the feature dimension. The PCA process also reduces
the computation order from N to the number of principal components. During inference, the query feature vector is
tested using the FD decision rule given by:
ω1

wT (x − µ) ≷ 0,

(14)

ω2

where µ is the mean of feature vectors over all local component images and classes.
C.

Ho-Kashyap Procedure

The Ho-Kashyap (HK)28 linear discrimination function is similar to the perceptron and is based on the numerical
method of gradient descent. Given the general formulation for the linear discrimination function F = wT x + w0 , it
can be reformulated as Y a = b where
"
#
11
X1
Y =
,
(15)
−12 −X2
T
and
h Xi is thei stacked transpose of training feature vectors for class i. The decision weights are grouped into a =
T
. For linearly separable samples, b > 0. The cost criterion for the HK procedure is
w0 w

J (a, b) = kY a − bk22 .

(16)

Discrimination line with maximum separability is found by minimizing the cost criterion. This is done by taking the
gradient of J with respect to a and b. Unlike the FD, the HK does not require the mean estimate in its computation.
The decision boundary weights in a are computed using the minimum-squared-error pseudoinverse (Y † ) of Y ,

−1
a = Y TY
Y T b = Y † b.

(17)

Consequently, the entire training data set is used in generating the discrimination function and Eq. (17) allows the cost
criterion with respect to a to go to zero. On the other hand, b is computed using an optimal descent based on the b
gradient of the cost criterion,
b (k + 1) = b (k) + 2ηe+ (k) ,
(18)
where η is the stepsize, k is the step index, and
e+ (k) =

1
(e + |e|) .
2

(19)

The e value is computed as,
e (k) = Y a (k) − b (k) ,

(20)

where iteration is completed when e is less than some minimum threshold (set to 10−14 in this investigation). This
investigation explores two additional variations of the HK procedure. The original HK algorithm is designated as HK0. The first variation, designated as HK-1, doubles e+ ; whereas the second variation, designated as HK-2, approximate
a using a second descent,
a (k + 1) = a (k) + ηRY T |e (k) |,
(21)
where R is an arbitrary, constant, positive-definite matrix that can be optimized as
R=

1  T −1
Y Y
.
η
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(22)

D.

Bayes Optimal Classifier

The Bayes Optimal (BO)28 quadratic form discrimination function allows the implementation of the Bayes decision
rule. It assumes Gaussian normal distribution for the probability density function and provides an statistical optimal
division of the component classes. The foundation of the BO classifier is rooted in the Bayes formula where the
posterior is the likelihood times the prior over the evidence. Specifically, the posterior is the probability of component
class given the feature vector P (ωi |x), the likelihood is the probability of the feature vector given the component class
P (x|ωi ), the prior is the probability of the component class P (ωi ), and the evidence is the total probability of the
feature vector P (x), where ωi represent the ith class set out of C classes. Therefore, the most likely component class
can be determined by observing the query feature vector,
P (x|ωi ) P (ωi )
.
P (x)

P (ωi |x) =

(23)

The Bayes decision rule can be formally established as a class comparison of the posterior or a posteriori, that is
ω1

P (ω1 |x) ≷ P (ω2 |x)

(24)

ω2

Substituting Eq. (23) into Eq. (24), the evidence in the denominator can be cancelled. Using the multi-dimensional
Gaussian normal distribution to approximate the training set likelihood, the quadratic form of the optimal Bayes
formulation can be derived as
ω1

xT Ax + B T x + C ≷ 0,

(25)

ω2

where

and

−1
A = Σ−1
2 − Σ1 ,
i
h
T −1
,
B T = 2 µT1 Σ−1
1 − µ2 Σ2






P2 1
|Σ1 |
T −1
µ
µ
−
µ
Σ
−
2
ln
C = µT2 Σ−1
ln
.
+
1
2
1 1
2
P1 2
|Σ2 |

(26)
(27)

(28)

Pi is the previously defined prior or apriori probability, µi and Σi are the mean and covariance matrices from the
training data set respectively. For equal number of training images in the individual classes, the apriori ratio term goes
to zero or else the apriori is Pi = Mi /M where M is defined in Sec. B. The unbiased sample covariance matrix is
computed as
1
Σi =
(xij − µi ) (xij − µi )T .
(29)
Mi − 1 x ∑
∈M
ij

i

PCA is applied to the feature space prior to the execution of the BO procedure for manageable covariance inverse
calculation.
E. k-Nearest Neighbour
A simple approach to determine the component class of a query feature vector is to adopt the label of majority of the
k nearest training data neighbour. This is known as the k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) method.29 There are many ways
to measure the neighbour distance, this includes the use of Minkowski distance (p-norms), where p can be -infinity to
infinity using

1/p
p
r̄ij =  ∑ xl − xijl  ,
(30)
xijl ∈N

where xl is the lth normalised texton count in the query feature vector. N is the set of all the textons in the codebook
dictionary, there are a total of N textons in this set. Alternatively, using cosine similarity as the nearest neighbour
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metric collapse the problem into a single dimension. This is computed by the inner dot-product between the query
feature vector and the training data as follows,


x · xij
θij = arccos
.
(31)
kxk2 kxij k2

This investigation evaluates the Hamming distance 0-norm (kNN-0), i.e. ∑N
l=1 |xl − xijl |> 0 ; Manhattan 1-norm
(kNN-1), i.e. ∑N
l=1 |xl − xijl |; Euclidean 2-norm (kNN-2); ∞-norm (kNN-i), i.e. maxl |xl − xijl |; −∞-norm (kNNn), i.e. minl |xl − xijl |; and the cosine similarity (kNN-θ). kNN does not require training computation, it uses all
the training data as a record database during inference. However, if the training data set is large, the kNN method
is slow to compute due to full permutation of the distance measure. Methods to speed-up kNN have been developed
such as k-dimensional tree,30 locality-sensitive hashing,31 and inverted multi-index.32, 33 This investigation does not
employ any speed-up methods as the training dataset is relatively small, future developments shall incorporated faster
techniques as the training dataset are increased.
F.

Naïve Bayes Classifier

The multinomial Naïve Bayes (NB)34 model is a probabilstic supervised learning method for data classification. Adapting NB for BoVW, the “naïvety” in NB assumes textons from the codebook are independent when forming the image
model feature vector. Let define a query feature vector x composed by the subset D of D textons from the codebook
set N. hLet x̃ be the non-normalised
version of x containing the frequency of occurrence for each texton such that
i
T
x̃ = T1 . . . TN . For a single keypoint, the non-normalised feature vector is a N ×1 array containing 1s and
0s, where D = ∑xl ∈N Tl . The probability of the query feature vector given the ith component class P (x̃|ωi ) is the
product of all probability of the individual query textons given the ith component class P (x̃l |ωi ), the numerator in
the Bayes formula given by Eq. (23) becomes
P (ωi |x) ∝P (ωi )

∏

P (x̃l |ωi ).

(32)

x̃l ∈D

The objective is to find the component class with the maximum likelihood given the query keypoint’s feature vector.
Using the logrithmic property of log (xy) = log (x) + log (y), the NB maximum likelihood component class, also
known as the maximum a posteriori (cmap ), can be derived as
cmap = argmax P̃ (ωi |x̃)
ωi ∈C

!
= argmax P (ωi )
ωi ∈C

∏

P (x̃l |ωi )

(33)

x̃l ∈D

!

N

= argmax log P (ωi ) + ∑ Tl log P̃ (x̃l |ωi ) ,
ωi ∈C

l=1

where the apriori is computed the same way as defined in Sec. D. Note P̃ (ωi |x̃) is not the probability of the component
class given the feature vector since the calculation of P (x̃) from Eq. (23) is omitted, i.e. the posterior will not be
out of one. This absolute probability, however, have little significance because the interest is to find the most likely
component class. In practice, the actual P̃ (ωi |x̃) is not known and can only be approximated by the training data. The
accuracy of the a posterior is subject to the volume and quality of the training sample in relation to the query images.
Finally, if no textons are counted for a given class, zero P (x̃l |ωi ) will result in a numerically inadmissible output
from the logarithmic calculation. To elevate this challenge, Laplace smoothing is applied to the P (x̃l |ωi ) calculation
(denoted by P̃ (x̃l |ωi )) as follows,
Mi

∑ Tijl + 1

P̃ (x̃l |ωi ) =

j=1
N Mi

.

(34)

∑ ∑ Tijl + N

l=1 j=1

lth

Where Tijl is the number of
textons counted for the j th local component image and ith component class from
Mi
N
the training data, and ∑l=1 ∑j=1 Tijl is the total textons counted for the ith component class. Equation 33 can be
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extended to use multiple keypoints in defining a query feature vector. In such case, the x̃l is no longer binary but will
be the frequency of the lth texton occurance over all the selected keypoints. Therefore, multiple keypoints will result
in a stronger probable outcome for the component classification.

VI.

Summary

In summary, the training and query algorithms are provided in Algorithm 2 and 3 respectively. Before training, the
component images were identified and cropped from the main image. The training images were labeled by component
and stored in the respective component training folder. All training images were processed and a codebook matrix,
Eigen decode vectrix for textons, PCA decomposed feature vector histogram models for each component class, and
various classifier parameters were stored in a Matlab data file. In the query phase, the training data file was initially
loaded into memory, the input image frames were read into the software sequentially. After processing each frame
for component identification and localisation, bounding boxes were created and drawn on the image and the postprocessed image was stored to file. The computed bounding box was compared to the ground-truth values and scored
using the Jaccard index, once all frames are exhausted a mean Jaccard index value was computed and also stored to
file.
Algorithm 2. OBJ_TRN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

procedure O BJ _T RN(Ij (j = 1, . . . , M ), P̃ , G̃, P̃f , G̃f , F, P (ωi ), P̃ (x̃l |ωi ))
Image histogram equalisation
SIFT keypoint extraction
for i = 1, i++, while i6P atches do
Normalise
Centre
Unit standard deviation
Apply S+MR filter
Compute k-Means bins from distance map transform
for i = 1, i++, while i6Bins do
for i = 1, i++, while i6Keypoints do
k-Means cluster
Combine clusters
Combine global clusters
Perform codebook reduction
Apply PCA to texton dictionary, save P̃ and G̃
Extract patch frequency from codevectors
Form training object feature vectors as single stack matrix X
Compute feature vector PCA, save P̃f and G̃f
Generate classifier: compute discriminate functions F for FD, HK, BO
Compute conditional probability and prior for NB P (ωi ) and P̃ (x̃l |ωi )

VII.

Experimental Setup

ISS hardware component training images are extracted from a set of 36 representative thermal images. These thermal images of the ISS were taken by the Neptec TRIDAR infrared camera during NASA Space Shuttle flight STS-128
and STS-131. Different segments of the same STS flights are used for the inference phase. Ground truth bounding box
was manually determined on ISS thermal images independent from the training set. Individual component training
images used to extract the texton codebook are shown in Fig. 8 to 10 for station module, solar panel, and ISS truss segment, respectively. The Jaccard criteria for bounding box performance was used to evaluate algorithm performance.
The Jaccard index, also known as Intersect over Union (IoU), measures the predicted bounding box accuracy over the
ground truth. The IoU for class i is defined as
|xi ∩yi |
,
(35)
Ji =
|xi ∪yi |
where x is the ground truth bounding box area and y is the predicted bounding box area.
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Algorithm 3. OBJ_QRY
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

procedure O BJ _Q RY(Iq , P̃ , G̃, P̃f , G̃f , F, P (ωi ), P̃ (x̃l |ωi ), X, Y , W , H)
Image histogram equalisation
SIFT keypoint extraction
for i = 1, i++, while i6Keypoints do
Patch Processing
Apply S+MR filter
PCA transform of selected filter response using P̃
for i = 1, i++, while i6ResponseM aps do
Compare to G̃ and obtain texton ID
Form query object feature vector
Convert feature vector into PCA domain using P̃f
Classify keypoint feature vector
Group component keypoints
for i = 1, i++, while i6Components do
Extract maxima and minima keypoint coordinate
Save bounding box data xi , yi , wi , and hi in X, Y , W , H

Figure 8. ISS station module training images used for component recognition training
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Figure 9. ISS solar panel training images used for component recognition training

Figure 10. ISS truss segment training images used for component recognition training
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The Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) metric35 is a standard tool used for measuring data retrieval against
ground truth data. Analogous to the document retrieval, the predicted bounding box and ground truth bounding box
is related to retrieved documents and ground truth documents respectively. The ROC precision, also known as the
positive predicted value and is defined as
P recision =

TP
AP ∩EP
=
,
EP
EP

(36)

where AP is the actual positive or actual matches, T P is the true positive or true match. The True match is defined as
correct overlay of the bound box area. EP is the estimated positive or total query matches, it is the sum of T P and
the false positive (F P ). The false negative (F N ) can be computed as the AP minus T P . The ROC recall is defined
as the true matches over the actual matches as follows
Recall =

TP
AP ∩EP
=
,
AP
AP

(37)

(T Pi + T Ni )
,
np

(38)

The ROC accuracy is defined as
Acryi =

where np is the entire sample space. The Jaccard criteria from Eq. (39) can be defined in terms of ROC. A single class
IoU is equivalent to
T Pi
.
(39)
Ji =
(EPi + F Ni )
The total IoU score for each component class is the mean IoU scores over all computed frames.

VIII.

Experimental Results

A parameter hyperspace can be formed to evaluate the performance of the BoVW method for spacecraft object
recognition. The most sensitive factors in the bounding box detection accuracy are the query image keypoint response
map to texton similarity tolerance; the number of keypoints used in the query image bounding box calculation; the
PCA compression order for textons and feature vectors; and the type of classifier and training image size. This section
examines the effects of each hyperparameter.
A.

Texton Similarity

Once the filter response map is computed for the query image, it must be labeled with the texton designation. Texton
label is assigned to the most similar patch image by using Eq. (7). The final keypoint classification precision is
sensitive to the similarity tolerance used for texton assignment. Since texton image vectors are not normalised to one,
the similarity tolerance can take on values greater than one. In this investigation, optimal tolerance of 15 was selected
based on keypoint classification precision. Results of the optimal similarity tolerance is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of keypoint percision using various classification techniques and varying texton label similarity tolerance. Results
are computed based on an ISS thermal camera image, keypoints classification is performed manually. A horizontal line in the table divides
parametric and non-parametric methods. Hyper parameters are set as follows: 50 keypoints; no texton image PCA; feature vectors used
in FD, HK-0, BO, and kNN-2, are converted to 10 principal component Eigenspace. No PCA was applied to the NB method. The unique
codebook of 595 textons was used as BoVW basis.

Similarity Tolerance

10

12

15

17

20

FD

10

67

76

81

81

HK-0

14

67

81

81

81

BO

81

81

81

81

81

kNN-2

2

74

52

33

17

NB

52

38

21

5

2
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B.

Query Keypoints

A component bounding box is computed using the two most outer keypoints. Practically, the keypoints are too numerous to be fully used in real-time. For example, a single 640×480 image can produce nearly a thousand keypoints as
shown in Fig. 11 this shows the keypoints are a reliable way of mapping the spacecraft object from its surroundings.
To remove excessive keypoints, NMS is applied to a region of 64 pixel-radius from the keypoint center and are evenly
spread across the image. This allows each keypoint to occupy roughly 10 percent of the image region or approximately
100 keypoints per image. To further reduce the query keypoints, they can be randomly selected from the image to be
processed. The accuracy of the bounding box is proportional to the number of keypoints selected; unfortunately, it is
also proportional to computation costs. The number of keypoints used is tested to be 50 given by the optimisation test
that is shown in Table 3.

(a) SIFT Keypoints

(b) Reduced Patches
Figure 11. SIFT keypoint and patches on the ISS infrared image. Keypoints shown are prior to NMS and random keypoint selection.
Patches shown are pose NMS and random keypoint selection with reduction to 30 keypoints.

C.

Texton and Feature Vector PCA

This investigation used PCA for texton and feature vector compression. Texton compression increased the image blur
as lower component dimensions were removed from the Eigenspace as shown in Fig. 12. Texton PCA used none, 3,
5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 and 500 principal components. Experiments show texton PCA compression did not result in
significant change to final keypoint classification or have much impact to classification time. This is mostly due to
the size of the texton images are set to 10 pixels in height and width. A small response map patch image contains
rudimentry features such as edges and blobs are less influenced by PCA compression blurring. While texton PCA is
optional, feature vector PCA is necessary for parametric classifiers. These parametric methods all have some element
of matrix inversion. Such inversion can only be carried out if the matrix dimension can be handled by the computer
resource. The optimal feature vector PCA principal component order is found to be 10.
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Table 2. Comparison of keypoint percision using various classification techniques and number of keypoints. Results are computed based
on an ISS thermal camera image, keypoints classification is performed manually. A horizontal line in the table divides parametric and
non-parametric methods. Hyper paramters are set as follows: similarity tolerance is 15; no texton image PCA; feature vectors used in FD,
HK-0, BO, and kNN-2, are converted to 10 principal component Eigenspace. No PCA was applied to the NB method. The unique codebook
of 595 textons was used as BoVW basis. Computation performed on Intel® CoreTM 2 Quad Q6600 − 2. 4GHz Processor running on 32bit
Windows-Vista-SP2. MATLAB 7.0 R14 software used for computation has not undergo timing optimisation. Per-frame time includes
computation of all classifiers.

Keypoints

10

20

30

40

50

50

Query per frame Time
(s)

19

29

48

58

61

107

FD

40

67

76

81

81

81

HK-0

40

67

81

81

81

81

BO

40

81

81

81

81

81

kNN-2

40

74

52

33

17

17

NB

40

38

21

5

2

2

(a) Direct Image

(b) With 50 PCA Component Reduction

Figure 12. Unfiltered image patches with 32 pixel sides. Fifty principal components were kept and converted back to the image domain.
PCA images are blurred from the original patch image.

D.

Training Dataset and Classifier Performance

Five classifiers were evaluated for the purpose of this investigation, Table 3 shows the keypoint precision results for
various classifiers. HK-0 and 1 outperforms HK-2, and kNN-2 is a robust classifier in comparison to the other kNN
methods. The 740 texton codebook is non-unique and therefore performs worse than the unique codebook. Table 4
shows the mean Jaccard index as component detection results for various classification methods. It is noted the
parametric methods has slightly outperformed the non-parametric ones. Figure 13 shows qualitative examples of ISS
component detection using textons.

IX.

Conclusions

This paper presented a method of BoVW in using statistical matching classification and recognition of ISS spacecraft components. Image texton was computed using the Schmid and Maximum Response filters and k-Means clustering. This work introduced a novel distance-map based search algorithm to speed up the k-Means clustering. Another
contribution of this investigation is the use of PCA on the image model feature vector parametric classifiers to be used
with BoVW. Future work may enhance computation efficiency for real-time usage; surgical removal of texton between
components while keeping the non-image-unique texton within the same component; compare with convolutional neural network based techniques; include detection of untrained components that are similiar to those already established
in the codebook dictionary. Including untrained components will demonstrate the weakly supervised learning objective
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Table 3. Comparison of keypoint percision using various classification techniques and codebook size. Results are computed based on an
ISS thermal camera image, keypoints classification is performed manually. A horizontal line in the table divides parametric and nonparametric methods. Hyper paramters are set as follows: similarity tolerance is 15; 50 keypoints; no texton image PCA; feature vectors
used in FD, HK-0, 1, 2, BO, and kNN-0, 1, 2, ∞, −∞, θ, are converted to 10 principal component Eigenspace. No PCA was applied to the
NB method.

Textons

595

740

2044

FD

79

71

81

HK-0

81

71

81

HK-1

81

71

81

HK-2

17

79

81

BO

81

81

38

kNN-0

81

2

81

kNN-1

19

9

42

kNN-2

48

5

38

kNN-∞

81

2

31

kNN-−∞

62

14

33

kNN-θ

48

17

17

NB

17

36

81

Table 4. Mean Jaccard Index Comparison

Classifiers

IoU

FD

47

HK-0

48

BO

29

kNN-2

43

NB

36

which allows the BoVW approach to be more broadly applied.
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module
(a) module

truss
(b) truss
Figure 13. Bounding Box on ISS Query Image
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